
 

Release Notes for 7.0.10207 

App Feature Type Comments Settings/Required Changes 

SPOT AR Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

When A/R statements are issued as PDFs and invoices are included, then attach 

invoices as a PDF to the statement. 

SPOT now has the ability to attach invoices in PDF format when using the "Email Invoices" 

function of the View Statements screen, instead of embedding them in the email in HTML 

format. 

Store Settings > A/R Settings > E-Mailed 

Invoice Format 

SPOT Assisted 

Assembly 

Fix Changed error text for a prepaid order in Assisted Assembly restoration mode from 

"Order Has Payments" to "Prepaid Order" so it will fit in the available space. 

 

SPOT Configuration Fix Fixed a false program configuration concurrent change warning when modifying settings 

that use custom views (such as coupon settings) . 

 

SPOT Configuration Fix Fixed a problem with changing between stores while in Program Configuration that 

caused saving changes to fail. 

 

SPOT Configuration Fix Fixed a problem where all conveyor route offloads were checking Customer Specific 

Route Rules even if the setting was not enabled. 

Store > Conveyor Settings > Offload Uses 

Customer Specific Route Rules 

SPOT Configuration Fix "Hide" button will be available for Price Tables again. 
 

SPOT Email Fix As a SPOT user, I would like to utilize the @UPDATELINK token in Email and SMS 

templates 

@UPDATELINK can now be used in all emails originated directly from SPOT, not just those 

originated by Store > Credit Card Settings > Customer Alerts (Email/SMS) 

 

SPOT HSL Fix Fixed a problem during detail where an over length HSL was still accepted. 
 

SPOT Markin Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the ability to set a % deposit requirement for describe-

and-price items, as with normal items 

The ability to require a % deposit for describe-and-price items has been added to SPOT 

Company Settings > Mark-in Settings > Price 

Tables > (Price Table) > Departments > 

(Department) > Categories > (Category) 

> Describe & Price % Deposit required 

SPOT Markin Fix SPOT will remember the previous value for Original Invoice # when redetailing 
 

SPOT Pickup Fix SPOT showed an "Invoice Error 6" if the clerk changed an invoice in Order View after 

selecting an invoice in the list of orders to be picked up and canceling out of the Tender 

window. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix The "Debit Card Transactions" report was combining multiple payments in the specified 

date range together into one payment if the customer name and amount were the same. 

 

SPOT Reports Change As a SPOT User I want the Direct Receives by Date report to give the original invoice 

number 

Direct Receive will now add the original invoice number to the invoice ExternalID as well 

as to a manual comment. The Direct Receives by Date report will display the invoice 

external ID in the "Orig Inv" column. 

 

SPOT Reports Fix The "Checkout Summary (By Date/Drawer)" report was including gift card liability in the 

tender section when a gift card was sold. 

 



SPOT Routes Change As a user of SPOT service plans, I would like the ability to retain the service plan 

assignment when I change a customer's route address in SPOT. 

Clerks can now choose to retain (or remove) the service plan assignment when they 

change the route address in SPOT of a customer belonging to a service plan. 

 

SPOT Routes Fix Route setting to "Suppress Customer Save Warnings" will now function in the "Stop View" 

as well as the customer view. Also clarified "Use Customer Specific Route Rules" setting so 

"Optional (Default No)" setting is adhered to as far as possible. 

 

SPOT Routes Change Store Settings > Route Settings > "Display Pickup Request Instructions at Markin" setting 

now has a "Never" option. This will suppress the general (or driver's) instructions that 

show during the process. Note that the new distinct "Cleaning Instructions" are tabled as 

customer memos, and these will show independently of this setting. 

 

SPOT Routes Fix Route cancellations that have not expired will follow the customer to the new route when 

using the SPOT Delivery tab or Customer View to remove the customer from a route and 

add them to a new route. 

 

SPOT Routes Change SPOT will now support defined auto adjustments for routes belonging to other stores 

than the store where the route orders are marked in. 

 

SPOT Security Fix Fixed a security issue allowing users to access Program Configuration categories beyond 

those that they have permission to access. 

 

SPOT SMS Fix SMS payment receipts were not populating the customer ID into the database, resulting 

in a "we cannot identify your number" reply if the customer replied to the text 

 

SPOT Splitting Fix Fixed a problem that caused a split order to have a production promised date equal to 

the promised date, even when the original order did not. 

 

SPOT Tags Addition 

to 

Existing 

Feature 

As a SPOT user, I would like the new production promised date tag tokens to also be 

available in the layout editor 

Added production promised date tag tokens to the list in the tag editor. These were 

already available but unlisted: 

  

@PRODDAYOFMONTH = Production Due Day of Month 

@PRODTIME = Production Due Time 

@PRODDAY1 = Production Due Day - 1 

@PRODDAY = Production Due Day Name 

@PRODMONTHNUMBER = Production Due Day Month Number 

@PRODMONTHNAME = Production Due Day Month Name 

 

SPOT Utilities Fix Fixed a problem with the formatting of store hours in SPOT Scheduler order ready emails. 
 

API General Fix Removed an incorrect referenced to a "GetStoreList" call in the API documentation. The 

correct call is GetStores. 

 

API General Change On CCOF 'decline link' expiration, go to CC3 login 

Expired "CCOF Decline Link" will redirect to CC3 login 

 

CustomerConnect 

2.x 

General Fix Fixed - Email tokens for route address fields are not populating correctly  

Delivery Console General Fix Fixed - DelCon Manifest shows "PICKUP REQUESTED" when a static pickup customer has 

an on-demand delivery. 

 



RouteTrac Client General Fix Fixed - RTM Requested Bag Pickup pop up still shows up for scheduled stops when 

there's an on-demand delivery 

 

 


